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INTRODUCTION
Designer Beadcrete patented technology cannot be copied. It truly is a unique
pool interior finish with a range of different, rich reflective colours that
produce spectacular pool water clarity and light effects.
Moreover, Designer Beadcrete polymer modified cement/aggregate
technology combines rock-solid durability, very low maintenance and slip
resistance in a smooth textured finish that is remarkably user-friendly with
low risk of skin abrasion.
There are no special treatments to preserve aesthetic appearance either.
Simply follow standard start-up procedures and normal pool maintenance to
keep the pool water sanitised and chemically balanced for swimmer comfort.
It is that easy!
Designer Beadcrete patented technology incorporates colourfast mineral
quartz, inorganic oxides and small ‘retro-reflective’ clear bead spheres. This
lasting interior finish is outstanding in the concrete pool you build, renovate
or remodel.
See the unique difference for yourself. Insist that your builder shows you a
Designer Beadcrete finished pool interior. Given the choice, you won’t want
anything less.

The manufacturer:
Designer Concrete Coatings Pty Ltd is a family owned and operated
Australian manufacturing company based in the Sydney suburb of Ingleburn,
NSW. The firm was established in 1997 and specialises in materials design
and production of decorative concrete systems.

BC3000 - EBONY

“

This lasting interior
finish is outstanding
in the concrete pool
you build, renovate
or remodel.

”

These products are distributed through a committed network
of local and international businesses servicing their local
markets.
Designer Concrete Coatings Pty Ltd developed an alliance
with the owners of BeadcreteTM technology in 2004 and,
through a strong business relationship with experienced pool
industry partner, Buyrite Steel Supplies Pty Ltd, refined the
materials mix-design so product quality and consistency is
assured across the entire Designer Beadcrete range.
Designer Beadcrete satisfies growing market demand for
new and modern pool finish alternatives to traditional pebble
aggregates. It meets the need to be genuinely different,
durable, quality consistent and colourfast.
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FEATURES
The unique features of Designer Beadcrete:
●

Genuine visual pool water clarity and an array of rich light
reflective colours – new pools and renovations.

Designer Beadcrete is made from a premium blend of white cement, radiant
white quartz sand, inorganic coloured oxides, colour-fast quartz aggregate and,
patented ‘retro reflective’ silicate spheres that create incredible light refraction
in the pool water.
Spectacular by day – sensational at night with the pool lights on, your Designer
Beadcrete pool interior will maintain its colour stability and durability throughout
its design life.
●

Genuine durability: 20 year life expectancy.

Durability is a materials performance measure and independent tests conducted
by the University of New South Wales found, that with proper application and
workmanship method, and a good standard of normal pool maintenance,
Designer Beadcrete may expect in excess of 20 years’ design life. This excellent
durability provides peace of mind and the knowledge you are making a sound
investment in both your lifestyle and the value of your home.
●

Genuine quality: 7-year residential warranty.

Designer Beadcrete product quality and consistency is
assured through pre-blended manufacture and factory
packaging. When you specify Designer Beadcrete for your
pool interior, the difference is minimal waste; materials mix
consistency and quality control. Your contractor only needs to
add the correct amount of water and to apply the product
using recognized application and workmanship methods and,
finishing practices.

Genuine low maintenance.

Designer Beadcrete does not use calcium-based fillers in its mix design that may
leach from the finished pool interior and require regular and ongoing removal
maintenance. The higher density mix design of Designer Beadcrete dramatically
reduces porosity to resist algae growth, improve hygiene and provide a rock-solid
durable surface that is much easier to keep clean.
●

●

Genuine safety.

Designer Beadcrete has a smooth, anti-slip surface that won’t abrade skin, but
also provides firm footing for energetic activity.

BC8000 - BLACK LAPIS

*7-year written residential product warranty is your
assurance that Designer Beadcrete is fit for its intended
purpose in accordance with the Home Building Act (NSW)
and Trade Practices Act (Commonwealth).
* Warranty limited to product manufacturing processes and raw materials. Terms & Conditions apply.
* Commercial warranty available on project-specific basis.
●

Genuine options: More than 39 designer colours.

Designer Beadcrete provides a range of colour options so you
can choose from an array of rich reflective colours to
complement your concrete pool design, your home and
lifestyle surroundings.
What’s more, Designer Beadcrete offers you a selection of
three custom finishes:
BC 3000; BC 6000; BC 8000 and BC 9000 that gives you
flexibility to tailor, according to your personal taste, the visual
appeal and architectural form you can imagine will give your
swimming pool unique character and individual style.
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LIFESTYLE
Designer Beadcrete: It’s your choice.
●

Your pool, your home and lifestyle surroundings.

Natural water clarity and colour is a product of environment – so imagine your
pool surroundings in your choice of Designer Beadcrete. Whilst leafy, tree-clad
environs and sail covers can provide shade, their shadow effect may produce
darker hues in your chosen pool colour finish that is similarly created by water
depth. Conversely, pools that are open to sunlight and clear skies achieve full
light advantage and provide a wider spectrum of colour options to create
environment – to complement the design theme you want.
Wherever you live, Designer Beadcrete can enhance your pool environment.
●

Good pool builders offer difference – the choice is yours.

It’s your right of choice – and some pool builders may want to limit your choice
to their common coarse pebble finishes. Good pool builders offer design
options that add value and above all else, choice of finish to complement your
pool design and construction investment, your home and lifestyle environment.

Shop for choice, compare pool finish features and benefits
–and contact Designer Pool Coatings for a quotation referral
to a wide choice of experienced pool builders.
●

Residential, sport & recreation and resort pools.

Designer Beadcrete flows and melds to any pool shape or
size and to the tightest curves without disruption to
decorative affect. A simply stunning choice, the finish is
smooth textured and flat for risk reduction of skin abrasion
hazards yet provides slip resistance appropriate for applied
pool finishes. Practical with low-maintenance properties
Designer Beadcrete offers an extremely durable alternative to
tiles, marble plaster or traditional pebble.
Ionized or salt chlorinator compatible.

BC 9000 - Available in 12 distinctly different new colours
●

Aesthetically – it’s truly unique.

Designer Beadcrete BC 9000 extends the boundaries of contemporary pool interior finishes for recreational theme and entertainment value. It is almost
totally made of coloured and clear glass spheres that literally produce unique water aesthetics of exceptional definition. The finish is extremely durable
yet the slip resistant texture is remarkably smooth so risk of skin abrasion is very low. Available in nine distinctly new architectural colours.

CUSTOM COLOUR BLEND - WHITE OPAL/SAPPHIRE
Unlimited architectural design options is a feature of Designer Beadcrete™ when clients’ request difference in pool theme and recreational value.
Owners of the Velassaru Resort Project in the Maldives, showcased above, sought to create a ‘seaside ambience’ simulating a shallow-water
beachfront and extending to the deep blue ocean beyond. The architects chose Designer Beadcrete™ ‘White Opal’ to reflect crystal-clear shoreline
water melding into a 50/50 blend of Designer Beadcrete™ ‘White Opal’ & ‘Sapphire’ for deepening water definition then graduating to purely Designer
Beadcrete™ ‘Sapphire’ to portray the blue depths of the pool aquatics and to complete the design theme of a coastal swimming beach environment.
At night, fibre-optic lighting enhanced by Designer Beadcrete™ retro-reflective glass spheres illuminates the pool theme and its aura of a tropical
island paradise.

AUSTRALIAN
MADE & OWNED

www.designerconcrete.com.au

UNIQUELY DIFFERENT POOL INTERIOR FINISHES

Avarua

Tahiti

Moorea

Caribbean

Honolulu

Papeete

Seychelles

Pattaya

Reunion

Mauritius

Koh Samui

Cocos

DESIGNER
CONCRETE COATINGS

This is only a sample of the Designer Pool Coatings product range. Please contact your local distributor for further details.
IMPORTANT NOTICE: Sample colours may vary from the actual product.
Site conditions & surrounds may influence the colour achieved along with application and finishing techniques.
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DETAILS
BC6000 Colour Chart
Smokey-Q
BC6000

Sapphire
BC6000

Miami
BC6000

Kimberley
BC6000

Jade
BC6000

Honey
BC6000

Emerald
BC6000

Diamond
BC6000

Danube
BC6000

Black Lapis
BC8000

Lapis Lazuli
BC8000

Black Opal
BC8000

Tanzanite
BC8000

Torres Blue
BC8000

White Opal
BC8000

Zulu Stone
BC8000

BC8000 Colour Chart
Amazon
BC8000

Azure
BC8000

BC9000 Colour Chart
Bora Bora
Blue
BC9000

Bora Bora
Flash
BC9000

Bora Bora
BC9000

Hawaii Blue
BC9000

Hawaii Flash
BC9000

Hawaii
BC9000

Le Meridian
Blue
BC9000

Le Meridian
Flash
BC9000

Le Meridian
BC9000

Maldives
Blue
BC9000

Maldives
Flash
BC9000

Maldives
BC9000

For enquiries contact our Australian distributors:

International enquiries & manufacturing company:

Buyrite Steel Supplies:
NSW & Interstate sales: 02 9521 1793
QLD: 07 5522 0788
e: brett@buyritesteel.com.au

Designer Concrete Coatings Pty Ltd
ABN 6 31 02 760 234
19 Liverpool St, Ingleburn NSW 2565
t: +61 2 9829 3311
e: sales@designerconcrete.com.au
DISTRIBUTED BY:

www.designerconcrete.com.au
IMPORTANT NOTICE: Independent contractors who bear responsibility for workmanship and proper application under varying weather and site conditions apply Designer
Beadcrete. Pool colours may or will vary from display samples depending on surrounding landscape, shade & cloud cover, depth of water and varying application techniques
and since Designer Beadcrete batched materials are derived from natural sources. These environmental factors together with colour accuracy limitations in the printing
process require that this brochure is used as a guide only and intending customers accept the same.

